
Burst appoints Patrick Boom as CCO to
accelerate growth
Patrick Boom has been appointed as Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) at digital

agency Burst. Starting from the first of July, he will assume responsibility for all

commercial and consultancy activities. Patrick will help accelerate the

international growth of Burst by leveraging his expertise and experience obtained

in the digital industry.

Patrick Boom (46) has a lot of experience under his belt, resulting from an impressive career at

both prominent (digital) agencies and their clients. Following his time as Client Partner at LBi

Lost Boys, he fulfilled the position of Managing Director at Clockwork. After Clockwork, Patrick

assumed responsibility as Global Marketing & e-Commerce Director at Hi-Tec Sports

International, where he guided the global repositioning of its various brands, including the

setup of the global e-commerce strategy.

According to Hans, bringing Patrick into the fold is a logical next step for the advancement of

Burst: “Because of the excellent results over the last few years, we are ready to make the next

step and accelerate our growth. With the addition of Patrick to our management team, we can

help our clients even more with realizing their digital ambitions and advance the international

expansion of our agency.”

From the first moment I spoke with Hans, we shared the same vision on the
future trajectory of Burst and how to best handle the developments in this
continuously changing industry. I am very much looking forward to
cooperate with the talented team at Burst to help realize their growth plans
and to keep creating successes for clients. I am also very thankful to Hans for
providing me with the opportunity to fulfill my entrepreneurial ambitions at
Burst.
— Patrick Boom



ABOUT BURST

Burst is a leading digital agency with Dutch roots, experienced in blending business, data, creativity and
technology. We successfully work together with global clients from different industries like Chupa Chups,
Davidoff, Natuurmonumenten, Mentos, Rijksmuseum and Takeda. In the last two consecutive years Burst is
chosen as the number one Dutch digital agency.

Burst is working very hard to realize its ambitious growth plans. The objective
of Burst is to use data, creativity, and tech to help our clients be more
successful online. With this proposition, we meet an important need of
potential and existing clients.
— Hans Maltha 
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